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Outsider Art Spontaneous Alternatives
This unique book presents works that until now have only rarely been seen, even in private
collections. Paintings, drawings and sculptures by well known outsider artists and new
discoveries, all of which express deeply personal interpretations of sexual desire and activity.
With texts by the world's leading academic experts in this field, Raw Erotica presents an
essential element in the rich and varied world of outsider and self-taught art. With texts and
contributions from: * Colin Rhodes, Univ of Sydney, author of Outsider Art: Spontanious
Alternatives * Roger Cardinal, author of the original book Outsider Art * Jenifer Borum, New
York based authority on self-taught art * Michale Bonesteel, Chicago based writer and author
of Henry Darger * Thomas Roske, Curator, The Prinzhorn Collection, Heidelberg * Laurent
Danchin, Paris author and French authority on Art Brut * Francois Monin, editor of Artension
magazine, France."
Public Performances offers a deep and wide-ranging exploration of relationships among
genres of public performance and of the underlying political motivations they share. Illustrating
the connections among three themes—the political, the carnivalesque, and the ritualesque—this
volume provides rich and comprehensive insight into public performance as an assertion of
political power. Contributors consider how public genres of performance express not only
celebration but also dissent, grief, and remembrance; examine the permeability of the
boundaries between genres; and analyze the approval or regulation of such events by
municipalities and other institutions. Where the particular use of public space is not sanctioned
or where that use meets with hostility from institutions or represents a critique of them,
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performers are effectively reclaiming public space to make public statements on their own
terms—an act of popular sovereignty. Through these concepts, Public Performances
distinguishes the sometimes overlapping dimensions of public symbolic display. Carnival, and
thus the carnivalesque, is understood to possess tacit social permission for unconventional or
even deviant performance, on the grounds that normal social order will resume when the
performance concludes. Ritual, and the ritualesque, leverages a deeper symbolic sensibility,
one believed—or at least intended—by the participants to effect transformative, longer-term
change. Contributors: Roger D. Abrahams, John Borgonovo, Laurent Sébastien Fournier, Lisa
Gilman, Barbara Graham, David Harnish, Samuel Kinser, Scott Magelssen, Elena Martinez,
Pamela Moro, Beverly J. Stoeltje, Daniel Wojcik, Dorothy L. Zinn
Includes bibliographical references and index.
EARLY AND CONTEMPORARY SPIRIT ARTISTS, PSYCHIC ARTISTS AND MEDIUM
PAINTERS FROM 5,000 B.C. TO THE PRESENT DAY. History, Study, Analysis. MUSEUM
EDITION, Volume I from a set of 2 volumes. Scientifical, Psychological, Philosophical,
Artistical, and Metaphysical Study of Mediumship in Art. Published by Times Square Press,
New York. This is the Museum Edition, a collector's item, deluxe edition in full colors printed on
glossy, heavy stock paper. Also available in University-Economy Edition at a very reduced
price. Also available in ebook edition in 2 volumes. This is a world's premiere; the first
encyclopedic book on this subject, ever printed. Authoritative, comprehensive, documented,
fully illustrated, and rich in content, analysis, historical presentation, and comparative studies of
all the facets and genre of Spirit Art, Psychic Art, and Mediumistic Art. A true treasure. For
more information, contact Marla Cohen at newyorkgate@aol.com
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EARLY AND CONTEMPORARY SPIRIT ARTISTS, PSYCHIC ARTISTS AND MEDIUM
PAINTERS FROM 5,000 B.C. TO THE PRESENT DAY. History, Study, Analysis. Scientifical,
Psychological, Philosophical, Artistical, and Metaphysical Study of Mediumship in Art (730
Pages). Published by Times Square Press, New York. This is the University-Economy Edition.
Also available in Museum Edition, a collector's item, deluxe edition in full colors printed on
glossy, heavy stock paper. Also available in ebook edition in 3 volumes. This is a world's
premiere; the first encyclopedic book on this subject, ever printed. Authoritative,
comprehensive, documented, fully illustrated, and rich in content, analysis, historical
presentation, and comparative studies of all the facets and genre of Spirit Art, Psychic Art, and
Mediumistic Art. A true treasure. For more information, contact Marla Cohen at
newyorkgate@aol.com
In 1912 Paul Klee declared that the art of the mentally ill, as well as the art of children, "really
should be taken far more seriously than are the collections of all our art museums if we truly
intend to reform today's art." What Klee found most fascinating and instructive about the art of
"outsiders"--those self-taught individuals, sometimes mentally disturbed, who create while
isolated from mainstream culture--was the sincerity, depth, and power of their un-adulterated,
unmediated expressions. Parallel Visions, an exhibition and catalogue organized and produced
by the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, reveals the considerable influence that outsider art
has had on the development of twentieth-century art. The work of such "marginalized" artists
and compulsive visionaries as Antonin Artaud, Ferdinand Cheval, Henry Darger, Howard
Finster, Madge Gill, Martin Ram!rez, P. M. Wentworth, Adolf Wlfli, and Joseph Yoakum is
juxtaposed with the work of devotees of outsider art among modern artists. Essays by the
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curators of the exhibition, Maurice Tuchman and Carol S. Eliel, and by other commentators
offer a history of this phenomenon as well as an exploration of issues crucial to the formation
of our aesthetic and critical judgments and our notions of creativity. In addition to the curators,
the contributors include Russell Bowman, Roger Cardinal, Barbara Freeman, Sander L.
Gilman, Mark Gisbourne, Reinhold Heller, John M. MacGregor, Donald Preziosi, Allen Weiss,
Jonathan Williams, and Sarah Wilson.
For a full list of entries, contributors, and more, visit the Encyclopedia of American Folk Art web
site. This is the first comprehensive, scholarly study of a most fascinating aspect of American
history and culture. Generously illustrated with both black and white and full-color photos, this
A-Z encyclopedia covers every aspect of American folk art, encompassing not only painting,
but also sculpture, basketry, ceramics, quilts, furniture, toys, beadwork, and more, including
both famous and lesser-known genres. Containing more than 600 articles, this unique
reference considers individual artists, schools, artistic, ethnic, and religious traditions, and
heroes who have inspired folk art. An incomparable resource for general readers, students,
and specialists, it will become essential for anyone researching American art, culture, and
social history.
No one is more conscious of the faults of this work than the author. Therefore some self
-criticism should be woven into this foreward. There are two possible methodologically pure
solutions to this book's theme: a de scriptive catalog of the pictures couched in the language of
natural science and accom panied by a clinical and psychopathological description of the
patients, or a completely metaphysically based investigation of the process of pictorial
composition. According to the latter, these unusual works, explained psychologically, and the
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exceptional circum stances on which they are based would be integrated as a playful variation
of human expression into a total picture of the ego under the concept of an inborn creative
urge, behind which we would then only have to discover a universal need for expression as an
instinctive foundation. In brief, such an investigation would remain in the realm of
phenomenologically observed existential forms, completely independent of psychiatry and
aesthetics. The compromise between these two pure solutions must necessarily be piecework
and must constantly defend itself against the dangers of fragmentation. We are in danger of
being satisfied with pure description, the novelistic expansion of details and questions of
principle; pitfalls would be very easy to avoid if we had the use of a clearly outlined method.
But the problems of a new, or at least never seriously worked, field defy the methodology of
every established subject.
Surveys New York's current graffiti scene, with artist profiles, a historical overview, and
discussions about the myths associated with the art form, concerns about its appearance in
public spaces, and career possibilities beyond the streets.
A visual introduction to the culture and evaluation process of outsider art showcases numerous
works, including several previously unpublished pieces by such artists as Henry Darger,
William Hawkins, and Adolf Wölfi, in a volume complemented by discussions on the rising
influence of outsider art and the role of mental illness in its creation. Original. 12,500 first
printing.
Car culture - pinstriping, customising and cartooning - is nearly synonymous with Southern
California culture. Kustom Kulture tells the story of the revved-up legends of the custom car
cult of the 1950s, 60s and 70s in Los Angeles. Features art work by Robert Williams, Von
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Dutch and Ed |Big Daddy| Roth. Hot rod art at its best by three masters of the form.
Outsider ArtSpontaneous Alternatives
Money management may very well be the most important piece of the trading puzzle. In A
Trader's Money Management System, expert Bennett McDowell provides time-tested
techniques that can turn a losing trader into a winning one'and take the winning trader to an
entirely new level. In revealing his personal approach to staying out of trouble in the financial
markets and maximizing profits, he offers comprehensive insights into: The psychology of risk
control as well as the finer aspects of setting stop-loss exits The value of managing trade size
and consistent record keeping The process of putting together your own personal money
management system Unlike other books that focus on the complex mathematical theories
behind money management, this book presents its system in straightforward, easy-tounderstand terms that will allow you to quickly see how these concepts work and immediately
benefit from the value of effectively managing risk.
Outsider art, traditionally the work of psychiatric patients, offenders and minority groups, and
art therapy have shared histories of art created in psychiatric care. As the two fields grow, this
book reveals the current issues faced by both disciplines and traces their shared histories to
help them build clearer and more coherent identities. More often than not, the history of art
therapy has been tied to psychological and psychiatric roots, which has led to problems in
defining the field and forced boundaries between what is considered 'art' and what is
considered 'art therapy'. Similarly, the name and identity of outsider art is constantly debated.
By viewing art therapy and outsider art through their shared histories, this book helps to
alleviate the challenges and issues of definition faced by the fields today.
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Outsider art has exploded onto the international art scene, gaining widespread attention for its
startling originality and visual power. As an expression of raw creativity, outsider art remains
associated with self-taught visionaries, psychiatric patients, trance mediums, eccentric
outcasts, and unschooled artistic geniuses who create things outside of mainstream artistic
trends and styles. Outsider Art: Visionary Worlds and Trauma provides a comprehensive guide
through the contested terrain of outsider art and the related domains of art brut, visionary art,
"art of the insane," and folk art. The book examines the history and primary issues of the field
as well as explores the intersection between culture and individual creativity that is at the very
heart of outsider art definitions and debates. Daniel Wojcik's interdisciplinary study challenges
prevailing assumptions about the idiosyncratic status of outsider artists. This wide-ranging
investigation of the art and lives of those labeled outsiders focuses on the ways that personal
tragedies and suffering have inspired the art-making process. In some cases, trauma has
triggered a creative transformation that has helped artists confront otherwise overwhelming life
events. Additionally, Wojcik's study illustrates how vernacular traditions, religious worldviews,
ethnic heritage, and popular culture have influenced such art. With its detailed consideration of
personal motivations, cultural milieu, and the potentially therapeutic aspects of art making, this
volume provides a deeper understanding of the artistic impulse and human creativity.
This cross-disciplinary book, situated on the periphery of culture, employs humour to better
comprehend the arts, the outsider and exclusion, illuminating the ever-changing social
landscape, the vagaries of taste and limits of political correctness. Each chapter deals with
specific themes and approaches – from the construct of outsider and complexity of humour, to
Outsider Art and spaces – using various theoretical and analytical methods. Paul Clements
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draws on humour, especially from visual arts and culture (and to a lesser extent literature, film,
music and performance), as a tool of ridicule, amongst other discourses, employed by the
powerful but also as a weapon to satirize them. These ambiguous representations vary
depending on context, often assimilated then reinterpreted in a game of authenticity that is
poignant in a world of facsimile and 'fake news'. The humour styles of a range of artists are
highlighted to reveal the fluidity and diversity of meaning which challenges expectations and at
its best offers resistance and, crucially, a voice for the marginal. This book will be of particular
interest to scholars in art history, cultural studies, fine art, humour studies and visual culture.

Folk art is one of the American South's most significant areas of creative achievement,
and this comprehensive yet accessible reference details that achievement from the
sixteenth century through the present. This volume of The New Encyclopedia of
Southern Culture explores the many forms of aesthetic expression that have
characterized southern folk art, including the work of self-taught artists, as well as the
South's complex relationship to national patterns of folk art collecting. Fifty-two thematic
essays examine subjects ranging from colonial portraiture, Moravian material culture,
and southern folk pottery to the South's rich quilt-making traditions, memory painting,
and African American vernacular art, and 211 topical essays include profiles of major
folk and self-taught artists in the region.
This volume addresses the interdependencies between visual technologies and
epistemology with regard to our perception of the medical body. The contributions
investigate medical bodies as historical, technological and political constructs,
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constituted where knowledge formation and visual cultures intersect.
Colin Rhodes surveys the history and reception of Outsider Art, first championed by
Dubuffet and the Surrealists, and provides fresh critical insights into the achievements
of both major figures and newly discovered artists.
Outsider Art is a name for the often mesmerizing creations of those who live and work
at a distance from prevailing notions about mainstream artistic trends, individuals who
are frequently unaware of themselves as artists or their works as art. This book
presents and discusses some of the 20th century's most significant examples of
Outsider Art. artists from around the world, including Gedewon, a cleric from Ethiopia
who made unique and psychedelic talismans; William Hawkins, an African-American
self-taught artist with a unique pop sensibility; the Mexican artist Martin Ramirez,
creator of large-scale works that tell tales of mestizo life; Nek Chand Saini, whose Rock
Garden in India is a leading visionary site; Hung Tung, whose colourful scrolls reflect
both traditional Taiwanese culture and fantastic imagination; former Navajo medicine
man Charlie Willeto, carver of raw, expressionistic figures and animals; Anna
Zemankova, Czech maker of dreamy, biomorphic drawings, perhaps done in a trance
or mediumistic state; and Italian artist Carlo Zinelli, whose bold graphic compositions
display incredible patterns and energy. of international Outsider Art and demonstrates
the importance of place and time - as well as internal genius - in these artists' creative
processes.
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This generously illustrated book catalogs Roger Ballen's photographic work throughout
his career and new installations created specifically for an exhibition at the Halle Saint
Pierre, Paris.
A fascination with the "primitive" lies at the heart of some of the most influential
developments in Western art produced between 1890 and 1950 - a time that witnessed
both the "heroic" period of modern art and the apogee and decline of the West's
colonial power. Many groups have a times been labeled as primitive, including the socalled tribal peoples from Africa, Oceania and North America, but also prehistoric
cultures, European peasants, the insane and children. Through the lens of their own
society, many modern artists looked both to the art and to the world-view of the
primitive as a means of challenging established beliefs, but the primitive to which they
turned was as varied as the movements in modern art of which they were a part. Colin
Rhodes breaks new ground, drawing on a wide and diverse range of material, from high
art to popular entertainment, from Darwin to Freud; the critical overview he presents
supersedes all previous studies on the subject. 179 illus., 28 in color.
Literature and the Fine Arts theme is a component of Encyclopedia of Social Sciences
and Humanities in the global Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS), which is
an integrated compendium of twenty one Encyclopedias. Literature and the fine arts
exist as processes and are not the same as culture or cultural processes. The arts are
by definition creative acts of human beings. The main elements of art processes are
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artists, audiences, and distribution, and as historical phenomena, they exist within a
certain timeframe. Myth and themes like love and death do not fade over time. Changes
in the arts come with new knowledge (including new materials), and with new forms of
communication brought about by new audiences. Most important for the context of the
arts are power structures and markets. Modernization brought a basic change but up to
now still has not led to a "global village." The culture of the towns is most important for
artists. In addition, the world is still divided into those who live in poverty and have no
access to the arts and those who are wealthy (and sometimes have no interest in the
arts). The Theme on Literature and the Fine Arts deals, in one volume, and covers
several topics, with many issues such as: Artists; Audience in the Arts; PowerStructures; Media; Communication Forms; Markets and Art Processes, which are then
expanded into multiple subtopics, each as a chapter. This volume is aimed at the
following five major target audiences: University and College Students Educators,
Professional Practitioners, Research Personnel and Policy Analysts, Managers, and
Decision Makers, NGOs and GOs.
In 1987, the University of Chicago Press published Primate Societies, the standard
reference in the field of primate behavior for an entire generation of students and
scientists. But in the twenty-five years since its publication, new theories and research
techniques for studying the Primate order have been developed, debated, and tested,
forcing scientists to revise their understanding of our closest living relatives. Intended
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as a sequel to Primate Societies, The Evolution of Primate Societies compiles thirty-one
chapters that review the current state of knowledge regarding the behavior of
nonhuman primates. Chapters are written by the leading authorities in the field and
organized around four major adaptive problems primates face as they strive to grow,
maintain themselves, and reproduce in the wild. The inclusion of chapters on the
behavior of humans at the end of each major section represents one particularly novel
aspect of the book, and it will remind readers what we can learn about ourselves
through research on nonhuman primates. The final section highlights some of the
innovative and cutting-edge research designed to reveal the similarities and differences
between nonhuman and human primate cognition. The Evolution of Primate Societies
will be every bit the landmark publication its predecessor has been.
The Reverend Howard Finster (1916Ð2001) was called the Òbackwoods William BlakeÓ and
the ÒAndy Warhol of the South,Ó and he is considered the godfather of contemporary
American folk and visionary art. This book is the first interpretive analysis of the intertwined
artistic and religious significance of FinsterÕs work within the context of the American
Òoutsider artÓ tradition. Finster began preaching as a teenager in the South in the 1930s. But
it was not until he received a revelation from God at the age of sixty that he began to make
sacred art. A modern-day Noah who saw his art as a religious crusade to save the world
before it was too late, Finster worked around the clock, often subsisting on a diet of peanut
butter and instant coffee. He spent the last years of his life feverishly creating his
environmental artwork called Paradise Garden and what would ultimately number almost fifty
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thousand works of Òbad and nasty art.Ó This was visionary work that obsessively combined
images and text and featured apocalyptic biblical imagery, flying saucers from outer space,
and popular cultural icons such as Elvis Presley, Marilyn Monroe, Henry Ford, Mona Lisa, and
George Washington. In the 1980s and 90s, he developed cult celebrity status, and he
appeared in the Venice Biennale and on the Tonight Show. His work graced the album covers
of bands such as R.E.M. and Talking Heads. This book explores the life and religious-artistic
significance of Finster and his work from the personal perspective of religion scholar Norman
Girardot, friend to Finster and his family during the later years of the artistÕs life. Ê
Autistic people are empirically and scientifically generalized as living in a fragmented, alternate
reality, without a coherent continuous self. In Part I, this book presents recent
neuropsychological research and its implications for existing theories of autism, selfhood, and
identity, challenging common assumptions about the formation and structure of the autistic self
and autism’s relationship to neurotypicality. Through several case studies in Part II, the book
explores the ways in which artists diagnosed with autism have constructed their identities
through participation within art communities and cultures, and how the concept of self as
‘story’ can be utilized to better understand the neurological differences between autism and
typical cognition. This book will be of particular interest to researchers and scholars within the
fields of Disability Studies, Art Education, and Art Therapy.
The need to personalize our surroundings is a defining human characteristic. For some this
need becomes a compulsion to transform their personal surroundings into works of art. The
John Michael Kohler Arts Center in Sheboygan, Wisconsin, has undertaken the mission to
preserve these environments, which are presented for the first time in Sublime Spaces and
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Visionary Worlds. This colorful and inspiring book features the work of twenty-two vernacular
artists whose locales, personal histories, and reasons for art-making vary widely but who all
share a powerful connection to the home as art. Featured projects range from art environments
that remain intact, such as Simon Rodia's Watts Towers in California, tosites lost over the
years such as Emery Blagdon's six hundred elaborate "Healing Machines," made of copper,
aluminum, tinfoil, magnets, ribbons, farm-machinery parts, painted light bulbs, beads, coffeecan lids, and more. Sublime Spaces and Visionary Worlds is the first book to explore these
spectacularly offbeat spaces in detail.From "Original Rhinestone Cowboy" Loy Bowlin's wall-towall glitter-and-foil living room to the concrete bestiary of "witch of Fox Point" Mary Nohl, each
artist and project is described in detail through a wealth of visuals and text. Sublime Spaces
and Visionary Worlds reminds us that our decorative choices tell the world not just what we like
but who we are.
EARLY AND CONTEMPORARY SPIRIT ARTISTS, PSYCHIC ARTISTS AND MEDIUM
PAINTERS FROM 5,000 B.C. TO THE PRESENT DAY. History, Study, Analysis. MUSEUM
EDITION, Volume 2 from a set of 2 volumes. Scientifical, Psychological, Philosophical,
Artistical, and Metaphysical Study of Mediumship in Art. Published by Times Square Press,
New York. This is the Museum Edition, deluxe edition in full colors printed on glossy, heavy
stock paper. Also available in Economy Edition and ebook edition. This is a world's premiere;
the first encyclopedic book on this subject, ever printed. Authoritative, comprehensive,
documented, fully illustrated, and rich in content, analysis and comparative studies of Spirit Art
A treasure. Contact Marla Cohen at newyorkgate@aol.com
Outsider Art has been gaining increasing attention over the past two decades. It has been
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described as the hidden face of contemporary art . Hidden, secret, or reclusive it may have
been, but today the large international following for Outsider Art stands as a testimony to its
unique power and individuality. The Outsider Art Sourcebook is the only international
publication to act as a comprehensive guide through this fascinating field. It leads its readers to
make their own discoveries, showing where collections and exhibitions of Outsider Art can be
found and how to visit the most sensational of the visionary environments. With full-page
entries for almost 250 artists and environments and listings of specialist galleries, museums
and organisations, the Outsider Art Sourcebook is essential reading for enthusiasts and
beginners alike."
This carefully crafted publication is comprised of fifty biographies of Japanese artists.
Collectively they have shown almost a thousand pieces of art in a Europe-wide touring
exhibition. Outsider art is exceptionally expressive. The special artists comm
Create and Be Recognized is the first survey of a compelling, always surprising art form -outsider photography. Presented here is the work of seventeen largely self-taught artists who
have used photography or photographic elements in their creations, including such luminaries
as Adolf Wolfli, Howard Finster, and Henry Darger, as well as discoveries from little known,
equally dramatic artists. As with most outsider art, the work here is fuelled by singular
passions, marginalized mindsets, and extreme circumstances, falling outside mainstream
picture-making. Employing collage (affixing photos or reproductions to a background),
photocollage (photographs cut and pasted together to form a new whole), and tableaux (works
based on manipulation and staging), the artists here present work that is, by turns, lyrical and
frightening, and always fascinating. Published to coincide with a major touring exhibition of the
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same name originating at San Francisco's Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, Create and Be
Recognized documents an emerging and important facet of contemporary photography.
Counterculture, while commonly used to describe youth-oriented movements during the 1960s,
refers to any attempt to challenge or change conventional values and practices or the
dominant lifestyles of the day. This fascinating three-volume set explores these movements in
America from colonial times to the present in colorful detail. "American Countercultures" is the
first reference work to examine the impact of countercultural movements on American social
history. It highlights the writings, recordings, and visual works produced by these movements
to educate, inspire, and incite action in all eras of the nation's history. A-Z entries provide a
wealth of information on personalities, places, events, concepts, beliefs, groups, and practices.
The set includes numerous illustrations, a topic finder, primary source documents, a
bibliography and a filmography, and an index.

A contribution to the field of theological aesthetics, this book explores the arts in
and around the Pentecostal and charismatic renewal movements. It proposes a
pneumatological model for creativity and the arts, and discusses different art
forms from the perspective of that model. Pentecostals and other charismatic
Christians have not sufficiently worked out matters of aesthetics, or teased out
the great religious possibilities of engaging with the arts. With the flourishing of
Pentecostal culture comes the potential for an equally flourishing artistic life. As
this book demonstrates, renewal movements have participated in the arts but
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have not systematized their findings in ways that express their theological
commitments—until now. The book examines how to approach art in ways that
are communal, dialogical, and theologically cultivating.
De Luxe in full colors edition, printed on glossy heavy stock paper. The book is
also available in ECONOMY EDITION at a fraction of the cost of the deluxe
edition. Spirit Paintings and Art from the Afterlife: The world's first book on the
Greatest Spirit Artists and Medium Painters of all Time. Published by Times
Square Press and the American Federation of Certified Psychics and Mediums,
New York. Everything you need to know about psychic artists, their world, their
spirit portraits, their techniques, their styles, and how they communicate with the
Spirit world. An in-depth study and analysis of this extraordinary, yet not fully
explored mediumistic-psychic phenomenon. This book is a gem, and an essential
reference and instruction tool to all those who are interested in the occult, psychic
art, and most unusual spiritual way to communicate with the afterlife.
The term outsider art has been used to describe work produced exterior to the
mainstream of modern art by certain self-taught visionaries, spiritualists,
eccentrics, recluses, psychiatric patients, criminals, and others beyond the
perceived margins of society. Yet the idea of such a raw, untaught creativity
remains a contentious and much-debated issue in the art world. Is this creative
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instinct a natural, innate phenomenon, requiring only the right
circumstances—such as isolation or alienation—in order for it to be cultivated? Or
is it an idealistic notion projected onto the art and artists by critics and buyers?
David Maclagan argues that behind the critical and commercial hype lies a
cluster of assumptions about creative drives, the expression of inner worlds,
originality, and artistic eccentricity. Although outsider art is often presented as a
recent discovery, these ideas, Maclagan reveals, belong to a tradition that goes
back to the Renaissance, when the modern image of the artist began to take
shape. In Outsider Art, Maclagan challenges many of the current opinions about
this increasingly popular field of art and explores what happens to outsider artists
and their work when they are brought within the very world from which they have
excluded themselves.
Chronicling more than 40 years of both artists' careers, 'Double Vision: A Shared
Journey' offers a rare insight into the life and work of two of Sylvia and Tony
Convey, two of Australia's most celebrated visionary artists,
A study of 'Outsider Art' and its influence on modern art.
Outsider Art and Folk Art have been gaining increasing attention over the past
two decades. They have been described as the 'hidden face of contemporary art'.
Once marginalised and seen very much as a minority interest, these forms of art
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are now the subject of important international exhibitions and even have specially
dedicated museums on both sides of the Atlantic. Hidden, secret, or reclusive this
art may have been, but today its large international following stands as a
testimony to its unique power and individuality. This second and enlarged edition
of the Outsider Art Sourcebook is the first international publication to act as a
comprehensive guide through this fascinating field. It leads its readers to make
their own discoveries, showing where collections and exhibitions of Folk Art and
Outsider Art can be found and how to visit the most sensational of the visionary
environments self-built architecture and large scale sculpture gardens. With
detailed full page entries on 130 artists and 50 visionary environments, this guide
encompasses a full view of the most important areas of a field that still has
discoveries to make. Students, scholars and art followers are introduced to the
principal theorists of Art Brut, guided through important literature on the subject
and given an introduction the most important artists and the most stunning
visionary environments. With additional listings of specialist art galleries,
museums and collections, publications, organisations and relevant websites, the
Outsider Art Sourcebook is essential reading for enthusiasts and beginners alike.
Where is American art in the new millennium? At the heart of all cultural
developments is diversity. Access through recent technology engenders
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interaction with artists from around the world. The visual arts in the United States
are bold and pulsating with new ideas.
A look at twenty-nine artists who are "outside culture," unencumbered by "all
kinds of cultural, social, indeed psychological prejudices."--p. 7.
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